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A topic on the seismic design criteria for a nuclear power plant in

Japan
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1. University of Tokyo

 
A sequence of discussion on seismic design criteria at Ooi nuclear power plant is described for discussion

in this session. It took place after my presentation at 2015 JpGU (see 'Maximum-class’ Japan Sea

tsunami scenarios are less than maximum-class, e0002 KAGAKU Nov. 2016 Vol. 86). This presentation

aims to present an example on how things have been going on among earth science community, Nuclear

Regulatory Authority, and power companies in Japan.
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Design Basis Ground Motion reduces seismic safety of NPP: Proposal

of Earthquake Ground Motion for Defense in Depth
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DBEGM (Design Basis Earthquake Ground Motion) prescribed in Japan's NRA’s (Nuclear Regulation

Authority) New Regulatory Requirements is insufficient to accomplish seismic safety of NPPs (nuclear

power plants). This is because, in terms of the IAEA's (International Atomic Energy Agency) concept of

Defense in Depth in nuclear safety, DBEGM is used merely for seismic design of NPP facilities in Level 1

(prevention of abnormal operation and failures), Level 2 (control of abnormal operation and detection of

failures) and Level 3 (control of accidents within the design basis), not having any responsibility for Level 4

(control of severe plant conditions, including prevention of accident progression and mitigation of the

consequences of severe accidents). As an example, in case of Sendai NPP's Units 1 and 2 operated by

Kyusyu Electric Power Co., Inc., DBEGM Ss-1 (maximum horizontal acceleration 540 Gal) and Ss-2

(maximum horizontal acceleration 620 Gal) are only short-period and short-duration with small CAV

(Cumulative Absolute Velocity), which is considered important in the United States, and probably very

insufficient to defend additional emergent facilities and human activities of Level 4 against large ground

accelerations, velocities and displacements of short to long periods and long duration times due to, for

example, the anticipated M 9-class giant Nankai trough earthquake, which is ignored by Kyushu Electric

and NRA. Therefore, I propose to establish a new earthquake ground motion, say, EGMDD (Earthquake

Ground Motion for Defense in Depth), which important facilities and infrastructures of NPPs should

withstand from Level 1 through Level 4. EGMDD should be formulated by taking into account both large

earthquakes just beneath NPPs and great earthquakes distant from plants having annual exceedance

probabilities of 10-4 to 10-6, and should have broad-band spectrum from short-period to long-period and

long duration times. Formulating a proper EGMDD for a certain NPP is a trans-scientific problem. So, it

should be decided through exhaustive discussions in such an organization as CLI (Commission Locale

d'Information) in France, in which a nuclear utility concerned, municipalities with and without the plant,

inhabitants, earthquake scientists and engineers, plant makers, regulation authority, etc, will participate.
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Rigid rotation of outer Southwest Japan and its implication for the

safety of Ikata Nuclear Power Plant
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After the severe accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in 2011, the examination system

of the nuclear power plants in Japan was renovated; now the conformity to the new regulation is

examined by the Nuclear Regulation Authority, Japan. The documents of the meetings are open to the

public via the website at http://www.nsr.go.jp/disclosure/committee/yuushikisya/tekigousei.html; the

scientists can check the appropriateness of the examination if they want to do so. However, because earth

scientists are so busy, they will not view the documents unless they are forced to do so. I was also one of

those people who did not have enough time to open those documents, however, I recently had a chance

to read the documents about the design ground motion of the Ikata Nuclear Power Plant. What I found

there was that part of the process of strong motion evaluation is not reasonable. One of those problems

will be presented in my presentation. The problem is not related to the simulation of strong ground

motion; it is rather related to tectonics. Therefore, the topic is not so closely related to my own specialty.

My intention here is to attract the attention of the specialists to this important problem. I hope this

presentation will stimulate discussion among specialists of tectonics. 

The evaluation process of the design ground motion of Ikata Nuclear Power Plant can be found in a

document submitted by the Shikoku Electric Power Company to a meeting on March 20, 2015

(http://www.nsr.go.jp/data/000100928.pdf). Because the Median Tectonic Line is located in front of the

power plant site, its activity is considered in the evaluation of the design ground motions. In this process,

the dip angle is basically assumed to be 90 degrees and its uncertainty is considered. However, although

the dip angle of 30 degrees is considered in the north-dipping case where the source fault is far from the

power plant, the dip angle of no less than 80 degrees is considered in the south-dipping case where the

source fault is close to the power plant (page 55). It looks like the power company intentionally avoided

the critical case. 

The Geospatial Information Authority of Japan shows a map of crustal deformation

(http://www.gsi.go.jp/kyusyu/test.html), where the outer Southwest Japan is rotating anticlockwise; this

movement is in agreement with the occurrence of the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake. The animation shows

that Ikata Nuclear Power Plant belongs to a region of contraction. Although the power company says that

the site is located in a transition zone from a right-lateral faulting to a normal faulting in another

document submitted to the same meeting (https://www.nsr.go.jp/data/000100933.pdf), the fact is that

the site is located in a contraction zone; the right-lateral faulting will accompany reverse faulting rather

than normal faulting. 

The question is whether the fault is north-dipping or south-dipping. If we assume a reverse faulting along

a north-dipping plane, it will be in conflict with the long-term uplift of the southern side of the Median

Tectonic Line. Therefore, a reverse faulting along a south-dipping plane is likely to occur with the

right-lateral movement. Therefore, it is not appropriate to focus on north-dipping plane. 

It should be noted that this discussion does not imply that the northwest oriented crustal movement of

Western Shikoku will entirely be contributing to a large event along the Median Tectonic Line; most of it

will be canceled by huge subduction earthquakes along the Nankai Trough. However, it should be noted

that the rotation of outer Southwest Japan is in agreement with the occurrence of the 2016 Kumamoto

earthquake. Therefore, the rotation may cause a big earthquake along the Median Tectonic Line which is

in consistent with the rotation, that is, a right-lateral earthquake with significant dip slip. The occurrence
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of such an earthquake may be approaching due to the accumulation of strain with the subduction of

Philippine Sea Plate.

 
nuclear power plant, design ground motion, Median Tectonic Line, dip angle, crustal

deformation, reverse fault
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Social decision making on Risk 

Any science and technology has potential risk on society. How large risk society can accept is, of course, a

decision by the society. But any risk assessment has inherent uncertainty. How to deal with such

uncertainty must be clarified in social decision making process. Otherwise, such decision making will not

gain enough public trust. 

Risk assessment is typically done by scientific/technical experts. It is often the case that there are wide

disagreements on the result of risk assessment. At the end, however, experts who are involved in decision

making play critically important role, it is essential that there is social trust in those technical experts and

the process in which final decision is made. Especially, there should be a clear understanding on how to

deal with such uncertainty. 

Next, decision on “acceptable risk” must be made. It is often the case that risk does not be eliminated

to zero, it is necessary to decide how much risk can be acceptable. This decision cannot be done only by

scientific/technical experts. It is desirable that users of such science/technologies, or stakeholders who

would be exposed to such risks, would be involved in such decision making. It is often difficult, in reality,

to involve such actors in decision making, and thus decision made by the regulatory authority sometimes

is not socially acceptable. 

In short, 1) there is always uncertainty in risk assessment and thus it is important to have trust in experts

involved in decision making and in the decision making process, 2) since risk cannot be eliminated to

zero, decision on “acceptable risk” had better to involve stakeholders in addition to scientific/technical

experts. In order to gain public trust, transparency of such decision making is essential. 

 

Issues on Nuclear Safety Regulation (Basis earthquake ground motion) 

From viewpoints made above, let us discuss social issues associated with nuclear safety regulation, in

particular on basis earthquake ground motion. The following is a brief description of what happened in

the case of Ohi nuclear power plant licensing process. 

Assessment of basis earthquake ground motion during the licensing process of Ohi nuclear power plant

was done based on conventional “Irikura/Miyake method” by both Kansai Electric and regulatory

authority (Nuclear Regulation Authority: NRA). And NRA decided that it satisfied the regulatory standards

and that allow operating license for Ohi nuclear plant. 

However, earthquake expert such as Prof. Shimazaki, pointed that such decision was inappropriate

considering new data from Kumamoto Earthquake in 2016, and that the prediction by Irikura/Miyake

method had too much uncertainty to make a decision. 

NRA confirmed its own decision despite the argument made by Prof. Shimazaki, saying his argument was

based on “biased data setting”. And declared that there is no need to change its decision on Ohi

nuclear power plant. 

This case illustrates the various important issues involved in uncertainty in risk assessment and how to

deal with such uncertainty. 

First, there are disagreements over the “new data” based on the Kumamoto Earthquake. According to

Dr. Hiroyuki Fujiwara, an expert on earthquake movement, “it is necessary to consider such

uncertainty…prediction based on the ’Irikura/Miyake method’ may show too much width (uncertainty),
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and it is not clear how regulatory process deals with such wide uncertainty.” On the other hand, NRA

said that uncertainty is considered by taking account of the length of geological fault during the process

of assessment.” 

In addition, such disagreements over the risk assessment were linked to the social decision on restart up

of Ohi-reactor. As a result, it generated social mistrust, including a speculation that NRA wanted to avoid

reevaluation of decision to allow restart up of Ohi. Lack of transparency between the risk assessment and

the final decision to allow restart up the reactor may be the reason of such speculation and mistrust. It is

essential to involve non-technical experts as well as stakeholders in such decision making. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on the above example, it can be concluded that 1) when there is a disagreement among experts in

risk assessments, especially on uncertainty, it is important to make clear how such uncertainty can be deal

with during the decision making, 2) when the risk assessment can lead to larger social decision making, it

is important to clarify the criteria of such decision making and to have enough transparency in decision

making. It should be recognized that enough trust cannot be gained only by scientific/technical experts

and thus there is a need to involve other important stakeholders as well.
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